Welcome to the NET+ CSTAAC (Cloud Services Technology Architecture Advisory Committee, pronounced C-stack) Working Group wiki.

CSTAAC, Cloud Services Technology Architecture Advisory Committee, is a standing architecture strategy group of community members chartered by Internet2's Vice President for Trust and Identity and NET+ Cloud Services. CSTAAC advises Internet2's Cloud Services and NET+ program areas through interactions with other groups and with Internet2's Vice President for NET+. CSTAAC members include a broad representation from the research and education community.

Updates:

Cloud Content Collaboration and Storage Survey
Sean O'Brien (internet2.edu) posted on Apr 09, 2021

The CSTAAC Cloud Storage Working Group and NET+ Google Workspace Service Evaluation Group invite higher education institutions to complete a survey on management of cloud storage, specifically on content collaboration services. As you are probably aware, Google recently announced their intent to implement storage limits to Google Workspace (formerly known as G Suite Enterprise for Education). Many other cloud storage providers have removed unlimited storage options in recent years.

The goal of this survey is to gather community-level data on current challenges and needs as a result of changing storage policies with a focus on management and migration tooling. The survey results will be published and shared with the community and, specifically, used to inform the NET+ Google Workspace business negotiation and build community requirements for Google Workspace management tooling.

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey here: https://forms.gle/HhbWNyjhvK5XcGv9.

If you have any questions about the survey or you would like to get involved in these community efforts, please email us at netplus@internet2.edu.
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To Contact CSTAAC

- Email: cstacc@internet2.edu
- Staff support: Bob Flynn bflynn@internet2.edu

CSTAAC Charter

The Charter can be found here: https://spaces.internet2.edu/x/UAJ1CQ

For members, links to agendas and minutes.